Addendum to Hy4Heat – WP4 – Phase 2a Guidance Document

Dear WP4 Manufacturer,

This addendum is to be read in conjunction with the Hy4Heat Phase 2a Guidance note (Issued 29th of April 2019).

This addendum supersedes certain statements of the ‘Verification evidence required’ for Milestone 6, recognising that in the absence of a demonstration trial site, delivery of appliances to said site is not possible and therefore the milestone cannot currently be fulfilled.

The purpose of the three changes set out in this addendum is to provide the opportunity for WP4 manufacturers to submit evidence that can be verified for Milestone 6.

The first bullet point in ‘Verification evidence required’ for Milestone 6 shall now be read as:

• “Provision of five fully boxed examples of appliance prototype 1.0 marked for the use of Hy4Heat programme, and stored at the manufacturer’s facility, or alternative location proposed to PM for acceptance. To include user, installation and maintenance instructions”

The third bullet point in ‘Verification evidence required’ for Milestone 6 shall now be read as:

• “Declaration that these appliances will be delivered to site(s) specified by Hy4Heat once the unoccupied demonstration trial is ready, and that support staff will be available for the duration of the unoccupied demonstration trial”

The fourth bullet point in ‘Verification evidence required’ for Milestone 6 shall now be read as

• “Future site visit at demonstration trial to assess that”